FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Infinite Campus Offers Professional Development for Staff

June 21, 2017 – Blaine, Minn. – Infinite Campus, the most trusted name in student information, is excited to announce the release of Campus Professional Development within its core student information system (SIS).

Campus Professional Development provides district and school staff with competency-based learning of Infinite Campus’ products, and provides supervisors with monitoring and reporting capabilities for staff progress. This integrated functionality auto-assigns standards and content to users based on their tool rights, ensuring each staff portfolio is customized based on role.

Using the To Do List, staff can view all assigned standards that have yet to be completed, listed in a learning sequence. As new tool rights are assigned to the user (either due to role change or new functionality), new standards will be auto-assigned. Most standards have multiple learning options available, such as documentation, video, simulation or curriculum, and include a knowledge check at the end.

The My Progress page shows users how they are progressing toward completion of their portfolio. Each standard is categorized as not started, in-progress, completed, or refresher. Refreshers are auto-assigned after functionalities have been updated or enhanced. Users can also see an estimated time to complete each assigned standard.

Campus Professional Development has already been utilized by several districts.

“The implementation of Professional Development was super easy,” said Eric Hileman, IT Executive Director for Oklahoma City Public Schools. “We liked how it was role based and that it automagically assigned standards based on their specific Infinite Campus role. Our favorite feature is the multiple learning modalities…video, simulations, and plain text documentation. Campus Professional Development truly meets the needs of all learners.”

Administrators can assign school-specific supervisors, who have the tool rights to monitor users’ progress. Supervisors can filter by user and school, and export data into detailed or summary reports.

For questions about Professional Development, please contact your Campus Client Executive or Sales Representative. To watch a short video on Campus Professional Development, please visit www.infinitecampus.com/video/campus-professional-development.

About Infinite Campus
As the most trusted name in student information, Infinite Campus manages 7.8 million students in 45 states. For more than 20 years, Infinite Campus has successfully implemented its solutions for customers of all sizes, from those with fewer than 100 students to those with more than 600,000 students. Infinite Campus customers include school districts, regional consortia, state departments of education and the federal government. www.infinitecampus.com